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Dimensions

Dimensions in millimeters 1 in = 25,4 mm

Compass
Mechanical turnstile
Ease of movement.
Compass is the simple, ideal, cost-effective solution 
to efficiently and in an orderly manner,  pilot people 
flows in shopping malls of any size, regardless of 
whether they are single stores or hypermarkets. It is 
typically employed in swimming pool facilities, 
sports centres, wellness and fitness centres, 
amusement parks, etc..

Three different openings.
Available in three different 
types of openings: clockwise, 
counter-clockwise and 
bidirectional.

Flow management.
For enhanced flow 
management Compass can 
be integrated with the 
modular post and rail system. 
Compass is fitted with an 
antipanic system.

Mechanical four-arm turnstile, lets one person through at the time in either 
direction. Featuring an AISI 304 stainless steel structure which makes 
Compass suitable even for outdoor applications.

Advantages of Compass

Inox details.
Stainless steel fixing flange 
and cover.

            - Parking systems and access control price list - 

001PSSPCWO

001PSSPCCW

001PSSPFMCWO

001PSSPFMCCW

Additional accessories        

001PSOPGO1

001PSOPGO1X

Mobile mechanical turnstile with right-hand post.   

Mobile mechanical turnstile with left-hand post.

Mobile mechanical turnstile with right-hand post.

plastic flange cover.

flange and flange-cover.

The complete range

Technical features
Type PSSPCWO PSSPCCW PSSPFMCWO PSSPFMCCW
Power supply (V) - - - -
Current draw (A) - - - -
Weight (Kg/lb) 18 / 40 18 / 40 18 / 40 18 / 40
Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131 -20 ÷ +55 / -4 ÷ +131
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120V A.C.- 60 Hz PRODUCTS, PLEASE CHECK OUR PRICE LIST


